
Brilliant building projects, work gloves and adventures 

Are you curious to see what secrets and new adventures are hidden in the old tunnels and 
canon positions on the Youth Island? Then you and your friends have the opportunity again 
to join a unique adventure. 

During the summer holidays you can become an explorer and pack the ferry with tools, 
adventurous, young fighting power and good spirits. 

It's time to make Youth Island even better. That is why we invite all young people on a 
voyage where there is work, fun and dreaming on the Youth Island. 

The whole island buzzes with activity. And as the days go by, you can see the changes as the 
terrain gets trimmed, construction starts and projects begin to emerge as the result of the 
many volunteers' go-to courage and hard work. In the evening, everyone is made to enjoy 
themselves and laugh together before it's time to let up for the next day's hassles. 

  

Projects you can contribute to 

1. Flower boxes - Flowers are needed! To set the framework for more pleasant days on the 
island, we need to build flower boxes together with FRAK, which will give the island even 
more cozy corners - and both the bee and butterflies on the island will love this project. 

2. Room Renovation - Do you love Extreme Home Makeover? Then you can let yourself loose 
here! Some rooms need to be renovated so that even more people have the opportunity to 
create fantastic and crazy memories on the Youth Island. 

3. Green Fingers - The island's wild plant life has been tamed lately. But the war against the 
wild bushes is not won in one go! People who have a good grasp of bush spice, hedge 
trimmings and the ability to use a bucket can see enough. If you have a large wheelbarrow 
driving license, you are very welcome. 

4. Light up the Island – Art meets electronic and there will be light .! Together with some 
inspiring experts, we will experiment with solar panels, 3D-print and stuff we can find on the 
island.  
The outcome of this event will be some fantastic installations that will bring light and 
atmosphere on the island at night. Be creative and learn a bit about electronics. 

All in all - There are many different projects and the skills of many different people are 
needed if we are to work together to achieve all the projects. 

  

FAQ 

If I get cold feet or can only attend parts of the camp? 

If you can't do without your café latte or anything else on land, you have the opportunity to 
hop on the ferry to Nyhavn, which sails several times a day. You have the opportunity to 



sign up for the entire camp or just the days you can. So it's up to you how many days you 
want to be an islander in Øresund. 

I think party - What do you think? 

We think that a party is many things, but that it does not involve solid amounts of alcohol on 
Lake Hungary. The use of tools and traffic in kilometres of tunnels in the affected state is not 
a sensible combination. 

Where can I throw myself on my back in exhaustion when the day is over? 

You will need to bring your own tent, which can be set up in a common campsite near the 
communal facilities. Bring also a warm sleeping bag and strong tent - There is not much 
shelter on the island in the middle of Øresund. 

How's my selfie coverage? 

There is plenty of Wi-Fi so you can share the best summer vacation photos of the year and 
hashtag with #ungforung #ungdomsøen and more! Mobile coverage is lousy, so if you need 
to call for pizza, it's best on Wi-Fi calls. 

Is it actually a little "Nordic Ibiza"? 

Well, you may be able to contract a sunburn if you forget the sunscreen, but we are still in 
Denmark, and even if we are going to island camp, you must be prepared for the 
temperature to be slightly lower than on the mainland - Bring warm clothes! 

Should I bring my swagger jeans and hip sneakers? 

It may keep on the walk down Nyhavn towards the ferry, but then it also stops at the 
gangway bridge. We get to work, and work gloves, worn t-shirts and blue Kansas pants, 
you'll probably be happy, but hey! You will be beautiful no matter what you wear. 

  

Practical information 

When: 19. July to July 28. 

Price: We pay the ferry ticket, but you are responsible for the transport to the ferry. If you 
come from a long way, you can find a buddy to follow along in the Ungdomsøen Fællesskab. 
The Youth Island provides a transport subsidy of DKK 200 to volunteers who must cross at 
least one of the major bridges to get to Copenhagen. Remember the receipt. 

Bring: You will need to bring your own sleeping bag, sleeping mat, tent, work clothes and 
whatever else you will need for a few days of overnight stay. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/972481462849358/


Are you missing a sleeper or one of the escorts for the ferry? Then you can visit the 
Facebook Ungdomsøen Fællesskab and hear if there are others who are missing a buddy! 

 

Registration 

If you and your friends dream of being allowed to spend some unforgettable days in a tent 
on the Youth Island with another young person, then you must sign up NOW! Registration 
takes place on a first come, first served basis. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/972481462849358/

